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PMOD Image Segmentation Tool
Introduction (PSEG)
Preclinical imaging systems allow following the uptake and metabolism of labeled
compounds in whole mice and major parts of rats. To exploit this wealth of information with
regard to phamacokinetics, it is necessary to localize all relevant tissue structures and assess
their tracer concentration in time, which is then analyzed with kinetic models.
Manual segmentation is a tedious process and prone to considerable subjective variability. It
is challenging for studies involving many animals, has a direct impact on the accuracy of the
study endpoint and consequently on the required sample size.
The PSEG tool supports the semi-automatic segmentation of dynamic rodent PET studies
within only a few minutes. It applies a patented clustering approach for grouping
neighboring image pixels with similar kinetic behaviors. This process creates a hierarchy of
compact tissue segments covering the whole body. Segments on low hierarchy levels are
small and highly homogeneous regarding kinetics, whereas they grow towards higher levels
and become kinetically more variable. The user can interactively browse through the
hierarchy levels and assign an organ label when an appropriate representation has been
found. If tissue structures cannot directly be represented by a segment or a union of
segments, the user can interactively outline them in an anatomical reference image.
Once all relevant tissue structures have been segmented, PSEG readily calculates their
average PET uptake curves (also time-activity curves, TAC) and optionally corrects them for
the partial-volume effect.
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Methodology
PSEG implements the local means analysis (LMA) method licensed from CEA, Orsay,
France. This method aims at segmenting "functional organs" characterized by a particular
pharmacokinetics. A functional organ only corresponds to an entire anatomical organ if the
organ is functionally homogeneous. Otherwise, the functionally of different organ parts are
separated and can be treated individually. The patented LMA method has been shown to be
robust regarding the low signal-to-noise ratio, the limited spatial resolution and potential
organ movement of dynamic rodent PET studies [1,2,3].
The LMA segmentation includes the following processing steps:
 Exclusion of the noisy background from segmentation.
 Automated localization of pixels in the organ centers.
 Computation of the local pharmacokinetics and global noise parameters.
 Parcellation of the body volume in the image into a predefined number of regions.
 Hierarchical fusion of the regions to form increasingly larger, connected regions. On
each level of the hierarchy, the whole body is covered by disjoint regions.
Tissue structures which cannot be isolated by the LMA segmentation because they do not
kinetically differ from the neighborhood need to be outlined using the general VOI features
of PMOD.

Partial-Volume Effect
PET images are inherently affected by the partial-volume effect. This means that the
measured tracer activity concentration is not accurate due to the relatively low image
resolution and the limited tissue sampling. The low spatial resolution of the PET system
causes a blurring of the image, so that high activities (from a hot lesion) are spread to the
surrounding as illustrated below. This effect is called spill-out. The same effect also causes a
spill-in of background activity into the volume of interest.

As a consequence, hot lesions tend to appear less aggressive (reduced maximum) but bigger
(spreading) than they are in reality.
Partial-volume effects are complex: Spill-in and spill-out depend on the geometry of the
objects, the activity distribution of the tracer, and on the resolution of the scanner which may
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vary across the imaging field-of-view. Therefore, practical correction approaches have to
assume certain conditions and can only be approximate.

VOI Based Partial-Volume Correction (GTM Method)
The Geometric Transfer Matrix (GTM) method according to Rousset et al. [4] restricts partial
volume correction to the signal of the true objects which are constituted by VOIs. The
relation of measured PET values (affected by the partial-volume effect) to the true PET
values is given by the matrix equation below

with the following notations:
Ctrue

Vector of the true average activity concentration in the different VOIs of
interest. The vector length n equals the number of object VOIs.

Cmeasured

Actually measured average activity concentration in the different VOIs. Each
VOI is assumed to have a homogeneous concentration.

GTM

Geometric Transfer Matrix which describes the spill-over among all the VOIs.
The matrix is square with nxn weighting elements wi,j which express the
fraction of true activity spilled over from VOIi into VOIj.
In practice, wi,j is calculated as follows: A binary map is created with 1 in all
pixels of VOIi and 0 elsewhere. The map is convolved with the imaging PointSpread Function (PSF), and in the resulting spillover map the weighted
average of all VOIj pixels calculated.

The GTM equation above represents a system of linear equations. Once the weights have
been calculated, the system can be solved for the true values Ctrue by matrix inversion. It has
been shown [4] that this algorithm is robust to noise propagation during the correction
process.

LMA Variant of GTM Method
The LMA (Local Means Analysis) GTM method [1] uses the homogeneous regions localized
by the segmentation and calculates the average uptake in the inner of the structures. The
percentage of pixels per segment considered for averaging is a parameter of the method.
With 100% pixels included, the LMA GTM method equals the standard GTM method.
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User Interface
Starting the PSEG Tool
The PSEG tool is started with the Segment button

from the PMOD ToolBox or by directly dragging image files onto the above button.

Organization of the PSEG User Interface
The user interface of PSEG consists of three pages which can be selected by tabs:
1) DB Load page: Loading of the images from a PMOD database. The images are
transferred to the processing page according to their modality. This page is not shown if
the database functionality is disabled.
2) Segment page: Main segmentation page for creating VOIs by automatic and manual
methods. They can be applied to the dynamic PET series for calculating the regional
uptake, optionally with a partial volume correction.
3) Statistics page: Shows the resulting tissue time-activity curves. They can be saved or
submitted to the kinetic modeling tool.

Step-Wise Processing
Data processing is consistently organized by a stepwise progression towards the end result.
On each processing stage the user has to take some action such as data loading or parameter
configuration, and then start the next processing step with the red action button located in
the lower right. As soon as the result is calculated, it will be shown on a new page
representing the new processing stage. The cascade of stages is available by the selection
area in the upper right.

Selecting the processing pages in this way conveniently allows inspecting the results of prior
stages without initiating any calculations. To repeat a calculation with modified parameters,
please activate the action button in the lower right again.
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Fusion Image Display
The content of the image display area is controlled in the upper right. Often, more than one
image contribute to the display. In these cases the tab corresponding to an image has to be
first activated, before its color table or the color thresholds can be modified.

The fusion control section is located below the image control tabs. In the illustration above
the colors of both images are mixed, whereby the weighting can be changed with the slider.

Convenience Buttons
Next to the action button in the lower right is an area with three buttons

offering the following functions:
Hide the parameters panel to free some space in the user interface. With the
panel hidden, the icon changes to . When this button is activated, the panel is
shown again.
Reset the parameters on the page to their default values. If the button in the
taskbar to the right is activated, the defaults are reset on all pages.
Display help information for the current page.

6
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Configurations
The PSEG tool can be configured according to user preferences in a dialog window as
illustrated below.

The common configurations are available on the Paths and Display tabs, and in the upper
part of the PSEG tab. The All VOI Tools flag allows defining the functionality level of the
VOIS page. Default is a reduced set of VOI tools. To have all possible VOI tools available
please enable the All VOI Tools box and restart.

Further Information
This guide is focused on the dedicated rodent segmentation functionality. Please refer to the
PMOD Base Functionality Guide for details about general functions such as data loading,
image display, and VOI definition.
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Recommendations
Motion Correction
Although the LMA segmentation algorithm is robust with respect to motion, movement
during the dynamic acquisition should be avoided. While internal organ movement and
bladder filling are difficult to handle, global relocation of the animal should be corrected
before the segmentation process. PMOD's fusion tool includes a motion correction facility
which has been successfully applied to preclinical data.

Anatomical Reference Image
For the interpretation of the segments it is helpful to project them onto an anatomical image
of the animal. Therefore, a PET scan is often complemented with a CT or MRI scan,
preferably using the same support system and without moving the animal in between. If an
offset of the reconstructed images occurs, it can easily be corrected by a rigid transformation.
Multi-modal data needs to be matched before using them in PSEG. In order to conserve the
better resolution of the anatomical modalities, it is recommended to match the PET series to
the MR or CT series, for instance with PMOD's fusion tool.

PSEG Workflow
PSEG guides the user step by step through the segmentation of a study, each step
represented by a dedicated page.
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PET Image Loading and Time Averaging
Step-wise processing is started by selecting the Segment tab.

PET Image Loading
The Load PET button for loading the PET images is located in the right control area. It
behaves as an option button which needs to be set to the appropriate data format with the
indicated arrow. For loading images which are not saved in a PMOD database it is
recommended to apply the Autodetect format which will figure out the appropriate image
loader.
PSEG assumes that the loaded PET series is dynamic. It generates a new series by averaging
a range of frames and assigns it to the AVGERAGED tab. The averaging range can be
defined by the From and To number fields, or dragging the range indicators in the Aver bar.
After any modification of the range, the average is recalculated and the display updated. The
aim of the averaging is to generate an image which is useful as an anatomical reference for
the segment interpretation, as well as for creating the body mask. The original and the
averaged images are shown in a fusion rendering which can be adjusted in the fusion control
area below the tabs for selecting the individual images.

PET Image Cropping
If the PET field-of-view is much larger than the body of the animal, the data set should be
reduced in order to save RAM and optimize processing. To do so, please enable the Crop
box and place the center of the yellow crop volume indication by clicking into the image.
The edge size in [mm] of the box can be adjusted for each direction by selecting the size in
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the corresponding list. The PET Image button initiates cropping, whereby the original data
are replaced. If cropping is not activated manually, a request will be shown when
proceeding to the next step. Note: The cropping operation is only allowed once.

Body Mask Definition
The segmentation will operate on all pixels contained in a mask which is usually derived
from the data. Please set the Species selection according to the studied subject. It establishes
proper defaults for the morphological operations which are later applied to the data. The
Mask selection allows switching between three methods of mask derivation: PET, CT and
MR.

PET-Based Body Mask
With PET masking the body mask is derived from the averaged PET series. There are five
masking approaches available:
 Otsu: This method iteratively looks for the best threshold to separate an object from a
background assuming two main gray-level regions.
 Mean: Includes all pixels above the image mean.
 % max Value: Includes all pixels above the specified percentage of the image maximum.
 Threshold Value: Includes all pixels above the specified absolute value.
 Automatic: This procedure calculates the image log-values and derives a threshold from
the histogram.
In addition to the procedure selected above, morphological opening/closing operations will
be applied to remove isolated pixels and fill holes.
Please select a definition appropriate for your PET series. If there are no matched MR or CT
images, proceed with the Mask action button, otherwise proceed to the additional image
loading with the +CT | MR button.

MR- or CT-Based Body Mask
If matched CT or MR series of the same animal are available, they can not only be used as
reference images for the segmentation assignment, but also for creation of the body mask. In
order to apply MR- or CT-based masking please set the Mask choice accordingly. The
change is reflected in the parameter area as illustrated below.

The PET masking options are no longer available, and the action buttons are replaced by a
single button for progressing to the corresponding image loading page.
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MR or CT Reference Image Loading
The layout of the second page depends on the Mask setting on the PET page. The situation
illustrated below represents the selection of MR-based masking. The page is titled MR, and
in the lower right the Mask options appear with a corresponding action button Mask by
MR. The situation with CT-based masking is analogous.

With PET-based masking the page is labeled CT | MR, the image loading button Load
Anatomical, and the action button Mask by PET.

Reference Image Loading
Please use the indicated button for loading an anatomical image series which is matched in
space and resolution to the PET series. Appropriate images can easily be created using
PMOD’s image fusion tool. Note that the loaded images are automatically cropped by the
same box as the PET. The correspondence can be verified with the fusion slider.

MR-based Body Mask Definition
In the case of an MR-based mask selection the corresponding Mask options are available in
the lower right:
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 Otsu: This method iteratively looks for the best threshold to separate an object from a
background assuming two main gray-level regions.
 Mean: Includes all pixels above the image mean.
 % max Value: Includes all pixels above the specified percentage of the image maximum.
 Threshold Value: Includes all pixels above the specified absolute value.
 Automatic: This procedure calculates the image log-values and derives a threshold from
the histogram.

CT-based Body Mask Definition
In the case of a CT-based mask selection the corresponding Mask options are available in the
lower right:
 Otsu: This method iteratively looks for the best threshold to separate an object from a
background assuming two main gray-level regions.
 Mean: Includes all pixels above the image mean.
 % max Value: Includes all pixels above the specified percentage of the image maximum.
 Threshold Value: Includes all pixels above the specified absolute value.
 Automatic: This method applies a threshold, followed by morphological operations for
removal of the bed, closing of the nostrils and filling of the lungs.
In addition to the procedure selected above, morphological opening/closing operations will
be applied to remove isolated pixels and fill holes.
Please proceed with mask creation by activating the action button in the lower right.
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Body Mask Creation and Segmentation Configuration
When arriving at the MASK page, the display shows a fusion of the AVERAGED PET with
the generated MASK .

Mask Adjustments
If needed the mask can be adjusted in the area indicated above. The Mask choices depend on
the image which was defined as the masking base. As soon as the definition is changed, the
mask is recalculated and updated in the fusion image.
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Use the Edit mask button for fully interactive adjustments. The existing mask is contoured
and opened in a dialog VOI window.

The contoured VOI can be adjusted using all VOI tools of PMOD, or cleared and redefined
from scratch. Please refer to the PMOD Base Functionality Guide for details about VOI
definition. When closing the window with the Ok button, the new mask is created by filling
the VOI and shown on the MASK page.

Segmentation Configuration
The segmentation procedure accounts for specific noise characteristics in the PET image.
Therefore, the image Reconstruction method (FBP or ITERATIVE) and the isotope Half
Life need to be specified properly. Additionally, three parameters need to be set for the
segmentation:
 Segments: Specifies the maximal number of segments. Because of the hierarchical
approach, segmentations with any smaller number of segments down to 1 will also be
available.
 Reduction: If the specified number is smaller than the number of frames in the dynamic
PET, they are reduced by averaging successive acquisitions.
 Smooth: Optional spatial smoothing of the data. The Gaussian kernel in mm can be
entered numerically, or by selecting a specific PET system with the down-arrow. Note
that smoothing reduces the level of detail which can be obtained by the segmentation.
Once an appropriate body mask is ready and the segmentation parameters have been
defined, please start calculations with the Segmentation button. The required processing
time depends on several factors including the matrix size, and may take several minutes.
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Segment Assignment and VOI Definition
The segmentation result is shown on the SEGMENTS page, initially in the layout shown
below.

The display shows a fusion of the segmentation result (SEGMENTS) with the PET image as
the reference.

Image and Segment Inspection
SEGMENTS Image
The hierarchy of segments is organized as a "dynamic" series with increasing number of
segments. The first "frame" has only a single segment which corresponds to the whole body
mask. The second segment decomposes the area of the body mask into a background and a
single segment, the third shows two segments, and so on, as illustrated below.
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The number of segments can be adjusted by entering the number into indicated fields or
dragging the slider.
Note: On each level, the segments decompose the body mask into disjoint, compact volumes.
Per default the RANDOM color table is applied for showing the segments decomposition
with the aim of separating neighboring segments. Interpolation is switched off to avoid
distracting color effects at segment boundaries.

The MIP representation of the SEGMENTS image is a valuable tool for detecting segments
tab is selected. Furthermore,
of interest. To have it available please make sure the
the full range should be enabled for the MIP.
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Reference Image
The reference image which is used as a backdrop for the segments can be selected as
illustrated below. The dynamic PET as well as the averaged PET (AVR), are always
available, and the anatomical image optionally.

Image Fusion
Per default the fusion mode is set to OVL B >Lt, meaning that only the segments above the
lower threshold are shown in the image. It may be helpful to set the threshold to 1.0 in order
to hide the first "background segment". Please use the blending slider to inspect the
reference image below the segments.

Navigational Elements
The number of segments is best changed in the lower right slider area. The recommended
procedure is to set the Segment number to 1, and then gradually increase it by the increment
arrow.
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The easiest way to localize segments in the image is via the MIP image: Clicking at a
segment will update the orthogonal image planes with intersection at the segment. To center
the intersection point on the segment please click on the slice images, or use the mouse
wheel for scrolling slices.

Close examination might require switching the image layout from the orthogonal layout to a
single plane layout and some zooming, and then adjusting the blending. There are zooming
elements available below the image, but the image can also be zoomed by the mouse wheel
when holding down the Ctrl key.
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Segment Assignment
The basic idea of the whole processing is, that the segmentation produces on some
decomposition level segment definitions which represent meaningful tissue structures in the
body. Please use the following procedure for creating a named VOI corresponding to a
tissue structure of interest (called "organ" or "lesion" in the following):
1) Select an appropriate reference image wherein the organs can be seen.
2) Adjust the transparency with the fusion slider so that the organ is visible below the
segment image.
3) Operate the Segment slider until one of the segments in the image corresponds to the
organ.
4) Make sure the
expected.

tab is selected. Otherwise the assignment will not work as

5) Right click into at the segment into any of the slice images shown (NOT the MIP image).
6) A dialog window opens for defining a name and a color.

Two lists with pre-defined organ names are available: DICOM and SMALL ANIMAL.
Select either in the list selection in the upper left. Custom name lists can also be prepared
and will be available in the selection.
7) Select an organ name from the selected list. Organs with trailing >> such as Tumor>>
offer a substructure list. Other organs like the Kidneys offer a Laterality choice. Select as
appropriate.
8) The VOI name shown in the text entry field is composed from the selections, but can be
edited or completely redefined.
CAUTION: An existing VOI with exactly the same name will be overwritten. In this case
please add a suffix to differentiate.
9) Change the VOI color using one of the available color models (HSV, RGB).
10) Confirm the dialog window with Ok.
The VOI name appears in the VOIs list, the contours are shown in the image, and the timeactivity curve is calculated.
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Please repeat the sequence above for all organs of interest.

Custom Organ List
In the end the VOIs list contains all structures of interest. It can easily be converted into a
custom list of names for the assignment as illustrated below. Right click into any segment to
open the assignment window. Activate the + button, specify a list name in the appearing
dialog window and confirm the dialog window with ok.
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From now on, this list can be used alternatively to the pre-defined lists.

Digimouse Visualization (Option)
During the assignment of segments to organs it may be helpful to relate the information in
the image display with an anatomical whole-body atlas. The PSEG tool includes a 3D
rendering of the Digimouse Atlas which is only available if the PMOD license contains the
P3D rendering option. In this case the corresponding
active and launches the tool as illustrated below.

button in the lateral taskbar is
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Note the organ list in the View panel to the right which allows selecting individual objects
and changing their representation. In the example above, the 3_LUNGS object is selected,
with the corresponding Surface panel giving access to its properties. For instance, by
removing the Visible check the lungs can be hidden from the rendering. Note that multiple
objects can be selected and a property such as the transparency changed for all of them at
once. Please refer to the PMOD 3D Rendering Tool Guide for more information about the
renderings options.
Note: The 3D Digimouse window can remain open while assigning the segments. After
hiding irrelevant structures it is recommended to reduce the window size and hide the
control area with the button in the lateral taskbar.
The structures available in the Digimouse phantom are illustrated below.

VOI Editing and Manual VOI Addition
The VOIs created by the segment assignment process are regular PMOD contour VOIs
which can be adjusted in many ways. For instance, if the segmentation produced two
complementary parts of a structure, their VOIs can easily be merged into a single VOI.
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Manual VOI Addition
VOIs can also be added in a completely manual manner. In the example data set, for
example, there is a bright part in the MR image which does not take up FDG.

In the present situation, a VOI can be obtained from the MRI image using the iso-contouring
tool as illustrated below. First, the MR image tab is selected to direct the iso-contouring
operation to the MR image content, not the SEGMENTS. Then, the iso-contouring is started.
The parameters are set to 3D with Multi regions off, to create a single compact VOI. Setting
the Mode of searching to From cursor will ensure that VOI creation starts at the location
where the user clicks. The iso-contour is shown in the image, and the contouring level may
be adjusted by the Threshold setting.

After closing the dialog window with Ok, the contouring result is shown as illustrated
below, and the VOI can be labeled.
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Morphological Operations
Morphological operations support convenient functions for modifying the created VOIs,
such as shrinking, growing, removing holes and single pixels. Please select the VOI to be
modified in the list, then activate the Erosion/Dilation function from the VOI tools area.

A dialog window appears which offers a list of Methods with corresponding Structuring
Elements and their size. The changes to the VOI are immediately reflection when
configuring the operation. Note that the result may replace the existing VOI, or added as a
new VOI.
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Non-overlapping of VOIs
In order to avoid the overlapping of VOIs, which causes problems with the partial-volume
correction, the VOI Edit mode is pre-configured accordingly.

If VOIs are created by the merging of existing VOIs, please make sure that the original VOIs
are removed.

Palette of VOI Tools
Per default only a subset of the PMOD VOI tools is available in PSEG. To be able to use the
full VOI functionality please enable All VOI Tools in the configuration.
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Time-Activity Curve Calculation and Statistics
At the end of segment assignment and VOI editing the VOIs list contains all defined
structures of interest. It is recommended saving them separately using the button illustrated
below.

There are different variants for calculating statistics.
1) The regular statistics buttons above the VOIs list will operate on the selected image. In
the example above, statistics would be calculated from the SEGMENTS image and be
useless. However, the user might select the first image tab and the averaged PET as the
reference image. In this case, statistics will result in the average PET uptake.
2) The
button in the lower right calculates the TACs of all segments decomposing the
body mask at the level defined by the Segment number. The example result with 13
Segments is illustrated below. It provides a convenient overview of the kinetics in the
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data.

3) Normally the Calculate TACs action button will be used for producing the end result:
The average PET uptake curves in all defined VOIs are calculated and presented on the
Statistics page.

Partial-Volume Correction (PVC)
Optionally, the PVC can be enabled.

The LMA GTM method uses information from the segmentation process. Assuming that the
inner-most part of the segments is least affected by the partial-volume effect, it uses only a
fraction of the segment data for the segment average calculation. The percentage can be set
by the Voxels to be kept parameter. The algorithm uses the Geometric Transfer Matrix
(GTM) approach for spillover compensation at a fine segmentation level which is not shown
to the user. The corrected signal for all user-assigned segments is then constructed from the
corrected signals contained in the segments. The PVC procedure requires that the defined
VOIs are non-overlapping. If there is overlap, the results will not be correct.
The resolution of the imaging system is crucial for the GTM method. There is a list-selection
for pre-defined scanners in the lower part of the PVC area, and new scanners can easily be
added. Default is the generic Rodent scanner with isotropic resolution of 1.5mm FWHM.
With PVC enabled, PSEG will provide both the corrected and uncorrected uptake curves on
the Statistics page.
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Statistics Results
The Statistics page is dedicated to the visualization and further use of the time-activity
curves. The example below illustrates the result of calculating TACs with PVC enabled.

The Back arrow in the lower right is a convenience button for switching back to the Segment
page of PSEG which generated the statistics.

Selection of Curve Subsets
Sometimes, only a subset of the TACs may be relevant for further processing and should be
selected in the list to the right. For instance, if the optional partial-volume correction is
enabled for the statistics calculation there will be pairs of curves for all VOIs: one curve
representing the original data, and one curve ending with _C representing the partial
volume corrected data. There are some convenience buttons supporting this selection:
Deselect All switches all curves off. Select All switches all curves on. Inverse inverts the
current selection. Note the arrow button which allows to quickly select dedicated subsets.
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Transfer of TACs to the PKIN Tool
The Kinetic Modeling button allows directly transferring the TACs to the PKIN tool for
modeling. It opens the following dialog window.

The TACs to be transferred can be selected by checking the box in the left column. The right
side lists the currently selected TACs. Send [SET] transfers the selection to the active
workspace in PKIN. If the Append TAC data is enabled, the TACs will be added as
additional tissue regions, otherwise the existing tissue data is overwritten. Send [ADD] first
creates a new workspace in PKIN before actually transferring the selection.

Saving the Statistics
The Save TACs button allows saving all curves in a simple tab-delimited text file as
illustrated below. Such a file can easily be imported into other programs for processing and
visualization.

Save as Statistics allows storing the information in a format suitable for statistical analysis.
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Average in Frame Range
For dynamic data there is an easy way to calculate the average regional uptake in the regions
in a certain frame range: with the TACs radio button selected define the frame range to be
averaged. As soon as the Aver radio button is switched on, the averaged uptake statistics is
calculated and listed, replacing the curves display.
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Results Saving
Saving of Data
The easiest way to save information is via the Save all button in the lateral taskbar as
illustrated below.

All images arising during processing are available for saving, as well as the final VOIs.
Please select the information of interest and saved them to a database or a directory.

Protocol Saving
The final processing configuration can be saved using the Save Protocol button.

Such a protocol includes definition of the input data, the parameters of the different
processing stages, VOIs generated by assigning the segments to organs as well as manually
edited VOIs. It is recommended saving a protocol after every completed data processing, so
that at any later time the configuration can be retrieved, verified and modified to try
variations of the processing parameters.
Load Protocol allows retrieving a protocol. It shows the following dialog window.

The data sources may be redefined. If Execute after loading is disabled, only the data will be
loaded and the configurations recovered. Otherwise, the full segmentation will be
performed and the result shown together with all VOIs of the saved session.

3D Visualization (Option)
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3D Visualization (Option)
If the 3D option is part of the PMOD license, the VOIs created in the PSEG tool can be
conveniently visualized as a 3D scene. When activating the
button in the lateral taskbar, a
3D View window is opened, the data loaded, and the VOIs rendered as surfaces together
with the body mask.
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The image data is also available for the scene. Illustrated below is adding a volumerendering (VR) of the MRI. The Input tab is selected, a Threshold level set such that all body
pixels are included (Ovr check), the "Append" pushpin set for adding to the existing VOI
renderings, and Volume HD activated.

The result after switching off the body mask and increasing the transparency of the VR
object is illustrated below. Interactive exploration of such a scene will greatly add to the
understanding of the lesion localization.
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Please refer to the PMOD 3D Rendering Tool User's Guide for more information about how to
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